Aimee Murphy. Consistent.
Aimee Murphy is a millennial making big waves in the consistent life movement. She is the founder of Rehumanize International, a leading consistent life
ethic organization geared towards sharing the philosophy with a new generation.
Aimee was a teenager when a personal conversion led her to the cause
against abortion, and she came to vocally support and defend the Consistent Life
Ethic during her time in university. During her undergraduate studies, Aimee
worked to successfully change the pro-life organization on her college campus to
one that centered on equal respect for the dignity of all human life. Since then,
she has helped to facilitate change in the dialogue on abortion and other human
rights abuses on many college campuses to be respectful, fruitful, and humancentered.
Through her work with Rehumanize International, Aimee has reached
people all over the globe with the consistent message of human worth:

“The inherent dignity of humanity is
the foundation upon which all human rights
lay. Without this intrinsic human worth at the
core of our philosophy, all manner of unjust
discrimination could be justified. We are
not valuable because of our age, race, size,
religion, sexuality, or even our innocence or
usefulness. We have immutable worth simply
because we are human. Support or tacit acceptance of any act of violence - whether it
be by abortion or by drones, by execution or
by euthanasia - undermines any of our work
for human rights. Either we all deserve to live
without violence... or none of us do.”
By reaching people through the internet and social media, Rehumanize International is succeeding in bringing fruitful discourse to those who need the message most: our youth. Aimee believes of young people today that “the Consistent Life
Ethic is more attractive... than following party line politics.” Aimee Murphy has
helped to invigorate people within the consistent life movement. She is direct and
outspoken in challenging inconsistency and complacency: “If we are truly pro-life,
we cannot stand idly by while our human brethren are slaughtered, tortured,
abused, and written off as ‘collateral damage.’ I believe we have the responsibility
to take a stand against all aggressive violence towards humanity. And you might be
surprised how, when you take that position, walls will drop, people will listen to
what you have to say, and how much more effectively you
can change hearts and minds."
Aimee Murphy is consistent. Will you join her?
We are committed to the protection of life, which is threatened in today’s
world by war, abortion, poverty, racism, the death penalty, and euthanasia.
We believe that these issues are linked under a ‘consistent ethic of life ’.
We challenge those working on all or some of these issues to maintain a
cooperative spirit of peace, reconciliation, and respect in protecting the
unprotected.

www.consistentlifenetwork.org

